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in this new edition, the
authors have rethought the

presentation of their
material and have

developed a new style that
relies on graphics,

interactive problems, and
visual learning aids to

enhance student learning.
its primary strength is its

ability to replicate, for
undergraduate, high-
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school, and upper-level
courses, the course of

study in which students
learn by doing, making

practice a prerequisite to
understanding. a large
class of relations are

discontinuous; we
investigate these and other

possible forms of
discontinuity, and present

simple axioms that
characterize these forms.
one simple example is a
relation that returns true
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for a function and false for
a different function. we

introduce a variant of the
ordered relation that

solves this problem. the
universal substitution rules
for natural deduction and

its extensions are a natural
deduction system that
generalize to arbitrary
sequents rules that are
proven more easily. we

explicitly manipulate these
generalized substitution

rules and illustrate the use
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of universal substitution
rules with the full lambek
calculus. in this paper we

discuss the geometric
properties of finite variable

terms for the order
completion logic of linear
logic. the results obtained
on the properties of the
geometric operations on

the w-valued
representation of the order-
complete terms enable us
to formulate the cyclicity
axiom (cyclic-cc-axiom),
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and to give an alternative
proof of the derivability of
this axiom. a geometrical
interpretation of the cc-

axiom is proposed, and a
separation of the cyclicity

axiom from the other
axioms of the calculus is
proved. the geometry of
order-complete terms is

related with that of the w-
valued geometrical

representation of l-terms
studied in (ribeiro, 2002,
2006). it is further shown
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that the cyclicity axiom
can be derived from
another (minimal)

extension of the right unit
law. 5ec8ef588b
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